
On the ip side of excessive valuations are the lenders who accept them. Appreciating
markets can make investors numb to risk and o er the illusion of safety in numbers. The
cycle begins with surprise (“Wow, the market is heating up”), then progresses to incredulity
(“They paid $_______ for that?”), and eventually the sheer volume of speculative comps gives
rise to uncertainty (“Are we being too risk averse?”). This is the moment of truth. In some
cases, lenders become vocally indignant (“This is madness!”) which is rarely received
warmly. After all, they are raining on everyone’s parade. Only in hindsight are they seen as
courageous. In most cases, lenders uneasily relax their standards (“We’ve got to adjust to the
market … we’re losing too much business to the competition.”). The erosion of standards is
usually in direct proportion to the length and size of the speculative run-up until, suddenly,
the lender’s role has reversed: They are no longer serving as a check against speculation—
they are unintentionally abetting it.

There is an old saying, “Give a developer money to build a building and he’ll build two.”
Excessive valuation and lax loan standards also allow for speculative development to take
place. Overbuilding in segments of the market is the outcome. With the long lag time
between ground breaking and ribbon cutting on commercial properties, supply can stealthily
outstrip demand and a low inventory sellers’ market is transformed into a buyers’ market
with years of supply. Overbuilding is a deadly recipe for high vacancy rates, lower rental
rates, and a slump in property values.

Finally, the fourth major factor is the economy. Just like the commercial and residential
real estate markets, the economy has cycles too. Recessions happen—in fact, they are
inevitable. Based on data from the National Bureau of Economic Research, the U.S. economy
has cycled into recession 33 times between 1854 and 2009, or about every 4.5 years. When
unemployment rises, the need for o ce and industrial space goes down because fewer
people are working. And, because fewer people are working, there is less spending and also
less demand for retail space. Depending on the depth of the recession, it may a ect
multifamily properties positively, if people that were previously homeowners suddenly
become renters. However, for the most part, recessions are less than benevolent.
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These are the same areas that every business su ering tough times has to tackle. For six
decades, Toyota Motor Corporation was a paragon of pro tability. Then, in 2008 and 2009,
disaster struck in the form of a collapsing global economy, and Toyota su ered a crushing
blow—it couldn’t book a pro t for its scal year. What did the leaders do? Accept that the
economy was lousy and there was nothing they could do to generate pro t until the
economy recovered? No. They developed their “2010 Emergency Pro t Improvement Plan.”
Yes, the plan focused on increasing revenues by identifying motivated buyers (particularly
people who wanted hybrids) and expanding into new regions with specialized products. But
mostly, the plan focused on cutting costs. They sold a large manufacturing plant and used
their other plants more efficiently, they developed workshare programs to reduce labor costs
while retaining valuable employees, they improved the e ciency of plant maintenance, they
cut back on all employee travel, they streamlined product development to reduce R&D
expenses … The list goes on and on. Against all odds, and despite a massive, costly recall
program, in 2010 they booked a pro t. And their e orts to streamline their operations will
put them ahead of their competitors—who, by the way, have been losing billions—as the
economy turns around.

If Toyota can do it, you can do it.
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After examining your personal income and salary, it’s time to align the rest of your
expenses with your current revenue to make sure there is pro t at the end of the day. The
bottom line is that you have to manage expenses to ensure that you are always operating
from a position of pro tability. One of the greatest lies perpetrated on business is “You have
to spend money to make money.” Experience and research has shown that pro ts are found
and kept through sharp expense management. Businesspeople don’t spend—they invest.
When you invest, you expect your returns to exceed your investment. We would be better
served to say and think, “Cut costs for profit. Invest for growth.”

With that maxim in mind, address your P&L and balance sheet with the mindset of a
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Note, the pro formas in the Comparative Cost of Revenue Pro Forma Analysis
(above) are based on a traditional brokerage model where negotiated

expenses and costs of sale are shared and splits are generally fifty-fifty. They
are based on experiences and assume a shifted market. Use these as a

guideline, but it’s vital you do your own math for all your primary areas of
business. If you specialize in leasing, the numbers in the tenant representation
example should be in the ballpark, but you’ll likely have a lower probability

of closing in a shifted market.
Now, once you have a sense of your costs of sale for your primary income sources, you
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These core competencies follow a precise order of priority, beginning with the most
foundational. No matter your prowess at making presentations and winning client
representation agreements, you can’t deliver them without rst generating and converting
leads to appointments—the foundation of your success. Without exclusive representation
agreements, you have no inventory to market or tenants to nd properties for. After all the
servicing is done and the transaction is closed, you have to manage your commission
income and expenses so that you have a pro t left at the end of the day. Each of the Six
Core Competencies builds the foundation for the next, and altogether they represent your
greatest priorities. A shift in the market invites you to take the wheel, since you no longer
have the option of riding shotgun when it comes to the heart of your business: generating
leads and converting them to representation agreements.

Just as you hold yourself accountable to putting rst things rst, focus your team on
these priorities as well. The six core competencies can be your jeweler’s loupe through
which you examine your activities, systems, and people. Those who hew closest to the
foundational competencies are revealed to be authentic gems: the rest need to be
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BROKER-TO-BROKER REFERRALS

In a shift, resistance is at an all-time high, and referrals are the surest path around that
resistance. The time you spend building your referral network is invaluable. While you may
be able to leverage referrals from clients, friends, and family, you’ll be in harsh competition
with other brokers for referrals from people in your community’s business network. You
need to nd a source of referrals that is being disregarded by other brokers. That source?
Residential real estate agents.

Our research has shown that residential real estate agents are the number one resource for
referral networks. They know local communities, they know people, and they develop
personal relationships with their clients, discovering information about their businesses,
their property investments, and more. Yet these agents typically do not know commercial
real estate, nor do they want to. Consequently, residential agents are almost totally
disregarded as a referral source by commercial agents. Yet they, like you, are looking for
opportunities to monetize their relationships and would jump at the chance to earn referral
fees. If you launch yourself into this network and educate agents on the benefits of referrals,
you’ll be accessing an untapped resource that could make you a market leader.

To tap this resource, you have to expand your network to include residential agents,
spend some time educating them, and let them know about successful referrals.

You may work in a brokerage that has both commercial and residential teams. If so, that’s
your starting point for developing your network. Those agents may be a bit more informed
about commercial real estate or be more incentivized to pass referrals to brokers in the same
company. But you shouldn’t stop there. In any city there are vast numbers of real estate
companies and agents for you to approach, vast opportunities for massive action.

Call the head of one of these companies, ask if you can come to the o ce and meet with
the agents to educate them on the opportunities to earn income through commercial
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Most successful brokers choose to work on lead generation in the morning and late
afternoon. The middle of the day is reserved for meetings and canvassing (tra c is much
lighter, saving precious time). But you should establish a schedule you know will work for
you.

To force himself to stop letting other appointments encroach on his prospecting time,
Tony DiCello of Austin, Texas, former top broker and current director of MAPS Coaching,
would take his paper calendar and color in blocks of time with black permanent marker so
he couldn’t write anything else in those time slots.

Hire a commercial coach or ask a mentor, partner, or even your spouse to hold you
accountable for your business development e orts on a weekly basis. If you don’t have
some form of accountability, human nature will take over and your prospecting activities
will su er. Meet with your accountability partner once a week for ve or ten minutes to go
over your weekly activity. Hold them accountable as well. Have a penalty if either of you do
not meet your weekly goals (dinner is on the “loser,” for instance). By pushing and
encouraging one another, you will both succeed.

You need to time block your week just as you time block your days—according to the
requirements and opportunities of a shifted market. There will be far fewer home-run deals
to be had, so you will need to focus your energy on the smaller deals—the singles and
doubles—that are more likely to close and earn you revenue. The “hits” coming your way in
a shifted market will get you from base to base, will keep your business a oat, so you need
to spend the majority of your time on them. You might spend just one day a week practicing
your big swing—prospecting with potential home-run clients—to stay in shape for the deals
that will eventually come your way again when the market improves.

Mark Bratton of Hawaii makes a practice of focusing on his bread- and-butter business
activities four days a week. On those days, he spends a number of hours prospecting,
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Remember, the best clients are looking for brokers with passion and drive. Di erentiate
yourself through your commitment to a closed transaction at every step of the process, and
you’ll find prospects and clients regularly choosing you over your competition.
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When building and leveraging an e ective online presence, you’ll have three primary areas
of focus comprising this tactic (see figure 14). First, you have to build your online presence.
This begins with identifying your brand and ends with a strategic selection of Internet and
social media sites that support it. Second, you’ll proactively market your listings and services
to drive tra c and generate leads. Lastly, you’ll purposefully capture and convert those
leads by leveraging the same o er-response strategies you already use every day o ine
when talking to potential clients.

Considering that entire books have been written on the topics covered in this tactic, we
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Reputation is one of the top reasons clients choose to work with a broker. Make sure you
have a clear idea of your brand and nip brand attacks in the bud.

Create your online presence, starting with your website. Building expertise is
ultimately about one thing: delivering content your prospects and clients want and need—
properties for sale or lease, property valuations, market information, and guidance on the
buying, selling, and leasing processes. Your primary platform for delivering that content is
your website.

The heart of your online presence will be your brokerage website. We’re talking about the
site that represents your personal business, not a national or regional company website that
happens to feature your bio. The distinction is important. First, you want control of the
content, and second, you want control of the leads. Your website is your lead capture
engine—the center of your Web—and you’ll drive as many potential clients to it as possible
as you expand your online presence.
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The holy grail of real estate is access to property information. Survey after survey confirms
that the top reason potential clients visit a real estate website is to look at properties. While
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To e ectively, e ciently, and quickly leverage your resources online, follow the priority
list in figure 20 for your online marketing efforts.
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1. Paid search engine marketing. This is simply paying for pay-per-click or other types
of ads on search engines. When somebody in your geographic area types in a key word term
that you’ve purchased an ad for, your ad shows up at the top of the results or o  to the side
of the page. While this requires an investment, pay-per-click ads can be very a ordable
because you only pay for the ad when people click through. If they don’t click through (say
they see the ad, but contact you directly), you don’t pay. The best part is that the result is
instantaneous. Unlike organic search engine marketing e orts, which can take months to
build up a head of steam, you can get instant results here. And because the feedback is
immediate, you can adjust your tactics daily (tweaking the key words like “commercial
properties [your market]” and the amount you’re willing to pay per click) until you nd the
sweet spot. It’s that simple.

Similar to the search engine pay-per-click ads are ads you can purchase on some social
media sites, such as Facebook. These ads present an opportunity to target people in a
certain industry, in a certain geographical area … even a certain company. They can be very
e ective when you are trying to break into a certain niche or specialization, but can be
equally e ective if you are trying to sell a property that might meet the needs of specialty
buyers.

Again, Soci@l provides a great tutorial on creating and targeting pay-per-click ads;
however, it’s really simple: Just go to www.facebook.com/advertising and follow the cues.
You can target by demographics, geography, and even down to speci c companies. For
instance, if you had a property that would be perfect for a speci c company (say an
autoparts store) and you knew where the company headquarters was located (say AutoZone
in Memphis, Tennessee) you could create an ad for “Ideal Consumer Automotive Outlet
Locations!” that would appear on those employees’ screens whenever they were on
Facebook.
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This is just one approach to the kind of ambitious and aggressive follow-up necessary to
convert leads in a shifted market. It can seem overwhelming, but it is highly effective and no
one ever complains. If anything, once they connect, clients compliment his team on their
incredible persistence and tenacity. The following are seven ways you too can shift your
Internet lead conversion efforts into a higher gear.

1. Leverage your team. If you have a support team in place, you don’t need to be the
first responder to Internet leads. If possible, the first response should be
autogenerated so that it happens within minutes: This is just a simple message that
lets them know when a real person will be in touch, which should preferably happen
immediately and certainly within the first twenty-four hours. The second response can
be more detailed but still scripted and can be delivered by your executive assistant, a
paid prospector, a junior broker, or even a virtual assistant. Use your team to lay the
groundwork. Develop clear processes and scripts for how and when to follow up with
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Remember, your clients need you to be the expert, to guide them through di cult
decisions. It is your responsibility to help your clients price the property as tight to the
market as possible, based on your market knowledge, network of experts, and research. You
have to weigh what you know about the market with your understanding of your clients’
problems and needs. You need to explore these critical questions:

1. Why is the client selling or leasing? What are their expectations—realistic or otherwise
—and motivations?

2. How can I set realistic expectations and get the client focused on the “wins” of
completing a transaction?
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Although rare, there are clients who are in a strong nancial position with their properties
because they bought in a down market and can sell in the current market while still
achieving strong ROI. If the client is moving their business from one state to another and
has the capital to buy a new building without selling the current property, they may want to
set a price that’s on the high end of the market to test the waters and possibly extract a
greater return. If this is the case, you must set the expectation that, if activity or showings
for the property are minimal in the rst few months, you may need to reassess the price. If
the client is trying to free up capital to invest in an available property with a greater
potential ROI, maximizing the sales price on the current property may be less important
than getting access to capital as quickly as possible.

Landlord motivations. While sellers are still present in a shifted market, transaction
velocity and volume will decline, and thus you will nd more landlord/tenant leasing clients
(see Tactic #11), Markets of the Moment). For landlords with space for lease, the leasing
needs seem fairly straightforward, right? Improve occupancy, attract the best tenants, get
the highest rates possible. However, any one of these points may need to be top priority, so
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you’ll have to probe for clues, starting with the questions in figure 24.

If a client has a 50 percent vacancy rate, they may care little about negotiating for higher
lease rates and more about getting new tenants paying rent as soon as possible to generate
greater cash ow. If the majority of the current tenants are paying above-market rates on
older leases that won’t expire for some time, the client may be willing to o er lower rates
for new tenants. Ultimately, the client will want to maintain or improve net operating
income, so understanding the cost basis and debt on the property will be critical in
developing a strategy that meets the client’s needs.

That said, it is still your responsibility to establish realistic expectations and to get the
client focused on the possibilities rather than what they’re losing.
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ESTABLISH TIGHT-TO-MARKET PRICES

Shifted markets can change month to month. If you are not digging to nd real, current
market rates, sales, and leasing trends for your clients, you are failing them. Without the
most current information, your approach and your sense of pricing will lag behind the
market and you will find it difficult to get deals done.

Pricing to sell. In a shifted real estate market, lease rates, vacancy rates, and investor
expectations magnify each other to produce a triple hit on valuations. Establishing a price
that is tight to the market requires brokers to leverage their expertise, market knowledge,
and networks. But if they price a property well for its perceived market value, they may
actually get multiple o ers on the property, creating a bidding war that raises the price
above the asking. Figure 25 presents the key tactics for pricing to move sales properties.

Comparable sales in a shifted market can be very challenging, because little is selling and
older sales are simply irrelevant. Your best bet is to focus your research on properties that
have sold in the last six months. And if the market is still shifting, sales in the last six
months may be irrelevant three months from now, when you are still trying to nd a buyer.
Even then, the real sales price may be hidden behind concessions and any number of
contractual agreements that aren’t available to the general public. Get plugged in and use
your network to discover real sales prices. What a property is listed for and what it actually
sells for could be vastly di erent. In markets with a commercial MLS, there will be more
visibility on actual sales prices. Become an expert with your taxing authority and the
systems they use to record property information and valuations. Turn to your network of
mortgage and title companies, pore over public records, and ask the other brokers or
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one year of free rent, this would equate to an actual rate of $16 per square foot. Landlords
try to hide the actual rates and concessions, because they don’t want their existing tenants
and others to expect the same deals.

The hardest thing now is valuation. You become an economist rst, a broker second. As we look in
the crystal ball to the market’s future, this is the cloudiest market we’ve ever had. This creates fear
in buyers and sellers.

Brock Danielson,

Phoenix, Arizona

The di erence between actual rates and face rates can be vast, and your ability to educate
your client on actual rates is the most powerful expertise you can o er. But how do you
discover actual rates? Figure 26 presents the top three tactics.

First, identify real lease comparables. Tour competing properties to get a sense of what is
being o ered. Use all of your knowledge of the market you’ve gained through your
prospecting efforts to clarify who the competition is. But also be aware that, in a shift, many
tenants will be looking to upgrade to a higher-tier building (from C to B or from B to A),
because a better building is now within their nancial reach. So as you consider
comparables, consider that if you have a B property, you aren’t just competing with other B
properties for B tenants—you’re also now competing with A properties. You’ll need to take
that into account in your pricing strategy if you don’t want high vacancies.
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As Christopher Perez, director of Oceanview Financial, said, “Money is like energy: It can’t
be created or destroyed. So it hasn’t disappeared, it’s just being held in deep pockets.” The
competition for those who are ready to enter the market is erce, so you must also identify
other potential sources of funds and get creative in how you tap into them.

In a shift, particularly when the economic environment is poor, pursue prospects,
properties, and networks that can help you tap into nonconventional sources of funds,
particularly those outlined in figure 28.

Of course, when you step outside of conventional nancing, what you nd may be a little
shocking. The money that gets us through a shift is typically hard money. In Dante’s The
Divine Comedy, usurers were relegated to the seventh circle of hell. When charging interest
became legal in the sixteenth century, usury came to mean charging an interest rate above
the legal limit. Obviously, perspectives have shifted. Yet people still cast a hard eye on hard-
money lenders … sometimes for good reason.

Time and again, in our conversations about hard money with those in commercial real
estate and nance, we heard, “You need to be cautious.” Because hard money is the most
likely source of fraud in the world of nance, and in tough markets, even above-board
lenders are o ering stringent, if not brutal, terms (double-digit interest on one- or two-year
notes).

The problem is that hard-money lenders take risks others won’t. The upside is that they
are a source of capital when other sources run dry; the downside is they need to cover their
risk with above-market interest rates. The best use of hard money is to bridge the equity gap,
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Broker services are needed more than ever in a shifted market: Landlords need strategies
for attracting and keeping quality tenants, while tenants need help nding the best deal
possible. In a shifted market, successful commercial brokers should spend a
disproportionate amount of their business development e orts on building their tenant and
landlord representation practices.

If you are not already capitalizing on this opportunity, your next move should be to
develop expertise in representing both tenants and landlords, building your knowledge of all
of the issues they face given the current economic climate, many of which we’ve discussed
earlier.

Tenants in a shifted market need quality representation more than ever. Often, their needs
shift right along with the economy—more space, less space, selling a property and moving
into leased space, etc.—and they don’t realize all of the commercial opportunities available
to have their needs met. For many businesses, real estate costs can be the second-largest
line item in the expenses on their income statement, so helping a company reduce its real
estate costs directly impacts its bottom line. Many tenants just don’t realize how much you
might be able to help them shift that number on their P&L.

Likewise, they may know that they hold the power, but they don’t understand the nuances
of the market. They want the best price possible, so it’s in their best interest to work with an
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Stage 1

Often, your rst role in working with a distressed asset is as a third-party, noncon icted
validator of market facts. Potential service opportunities will come once you conduct a
broker price opinion and owner review. This is often done on assets that are showing early
signs of nonperformance. You will need to assess each property and the management of it
to determine the following:

a. What is a realistic current market price for the property?
b. Is the property a quality property: good location, good tenants if it’s lease based, good

potential long-term value?
c. Is the property being well-maintained? Will its value improve with the market?
d. If it’s a lease property, is the landlord doing all of the right things to improve

occupancy and maintain good relationships with current tenants?
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Regardless of the technique you use, be active in every aspect of the transaction or else an
unknown variable could surface and kill the deal.
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